C6310  COLD CASE  (USA, 9/28/2003- )  [TV SERIES]

Series summary: Detective/mystery melodrama set in Philadelphia. Kathryn Morris stars as Lilly Rush, the lone female detective in the Philadelphia “cold case” homicide squad which solves long unsolved cases. The squad commander, Lt. John Stillman (John Finn) is a Vietnam veteran.

Blood on the tracks (2/18/2007)

Credits: director, Kevin Bray ; writer, Gavin Harris.
Cast: Kathryn Morris, John Finn, Jeremy Ratchford, Thom Barry.
Summary: Rush investigates a cold case dating from 1981 when a suburban couple were killed in their home by an apparent gas explosion. New evidence shows they were blown up by a bomb. The investigation finds the pair were anti-Vietnam War activists in the 1970s and that they engaged in bombings, one of which killed one of their fellow activists. Guilt over that death led one of the former activists to the verge of confession in 1981, but he was killed by others in the group before he could do so. The show is set to Bob Dylan songs.


Honor (11/20/2005)

Credits: director, Paris Barclay ; writer, Craig Turk.
Cast: Kathryn Morris, Danny Pino, John Finn, John Allsopp, Whitney Allen.
Summary: When a box filled with POW support bracelets is found in an abandoned drug den, Det. Rush re-investigates the 1973 shooting of Carl (Allsopp), an ex-Navy pilot and Vietnam POW who had been released by his North Vietnamese captors just seven months earlier. Carl had been broken after five years of imprisonment and torture and had collaborated to win release. The investigation reveals that the teenage son of another POW pilot, who died in captivity, was responsible for shooting Carl. The episode also makes references to Lt. Stillman’s Vietnam veteran status.

No known reviews.

Volunteers (3/7/2004)

Credits: director, Allison Anders ; writer, Jan Oxenberg.
Cast: Kathryn Morris, Danny Pino, Jocko Sims, Amber Benson, Marisol Nichols.
Summary: When the remains of a young black man and white woman are found under a building, Rush (Morris) and Valens (Pino) discover that not only did the pair go missing in 1969, but they may have been killed professionally for their work in an underground abortion clinic. There are references to the anti-Vietnam War movement and police surveillance of activists.
No known reviews.

**Who’s your daddy?** (10/31/2004)

**Credits:** director, Greg Yaitanes; writer, Tyler Bensinger.  
**Cast:** Kathryn Morris, Danny Pino, John Finn, Doan Ly, Sung Kang, Bruce A. Young.  
**Summary:** Det. Rush investigates a 1991 double murder of illegal immigrants from Cambodia who were found shot dead in their apartment. A Vietnam veteran friend of the couple comes under suspicion by Lt. Stillman (Finn) who is also a Vietnam veteran.

No known reviews.
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